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Myinventionrelatesto expansible containers,especial 
1y adapted for use as an auxiary liner for cabinet or 
desk drawerS. - 

It is manifest to anyone famiar with the art that it 
is often desirable,or even imperative,that the contents 
ofa deskdrawer,orthelike,should beprotected against 
dirt,moisture, heat,or the ike. The principal object 
of the present inventionis to provide an auxiary con 
tainer which may be adjusted to fit Snugy in a drawer 
soasto besupportedbythe bottom and side wals ofthe 
drawer. 

Stillanother object ofmyinventionistoprovide a con 
tainer of the characterabove mentioned,which may also 
be equipped with a cover,hinged or otherwise,which 
may be similarly adjusted longitudinaly and lateraly to 
correspond with the size of the container.? 
Stianother object ofmyinventionisto provide a de 

vice of the character described which may be equipped 
with expandable,movable partitions,for the separation 
ofthe contents of the encloSure. 
Otherand further objects of myinvention wil become 

more apparent as the description proceeds when taken 
in conjunction with the drawing,in which: 
Figure1 is a fragmentary view,in perspective,of a 

container made in accordance with my invention,and 
showingitinserted in a cabinet drawer,the fragmentary 
portion of the cabinet being shownin phantom; 

Figure 2 is a perspective view of the assembled de 
vice removedfrom a drawer; 

Figure 3 is a top plan view showing the fourcorner 
sections constitutingthe principalparts of the device and 
illustrating their telescopic relation witheach other; 

Figure 4 is a perspective view of the component parts 
ofthe containerin partially assembled relation,but with 
the cover omitted;and 

Figure 5 is a fragmentary perspective view Showing 
the manner of mounting a removable,expandable parti 
tion onchannels which clamp the edges of the telescopic 
cornersections together. 

Similarcharacters of reference indicate corresponding 
parts throughout the severalviews,and referring now to 
the same,the character 10 represents a dresser drawer, 
orthe like,slidablymountedin a cabinet shown in phan 
tom at 11. 
The device hasasitsprincipal parts fourtelescopically 

engaging corner sections,indicated as 12,12*,12P,and 
12e in Figure 3. Each corner section consists of a bot 
tom plate 14 and verticaly extending wall Sections 15 
and15a disposed atright angles to each other. 
The corner sections are assembled by arranging the 

bottom plates14in lapping telescopic relation with each 
other,and with adjacent side walls 15 and 15* of said 
sections in lapping telescopic relation,as Seen in Fig 
üre 3. 
Channels16and 16*,which may be ofanylength,are 

employed to slidably retain the adjacent upper lapping 
edges 15 and 15* oftelescopic sections 12,12*,129,and 
12",togetheras shown in Figure 2,So asto permitlongi 
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tudinal or lateral adjustment of the corner pieces So as 
toft the inside of a drawer 10. - 
?Some of the channels 16*maybe provided with *n inwardyandupwardy disposediedge i7,shownin Fig 
ures2 and5,so asto support the hooked ends of a croSS 
partition 18. Each such partition consists of two tele 
scopic parts18a and18b heldinposition bychannels16", 
shown in Figure 2. In this manner,the width of the 
entire container unit may be adjusted laterally and the 
partitions18 maybeadjusted toft any width of the unit. 
The container may be provided with a hinged cover, 

consisting offlat pieces 19,19a,19P,and 199,which are 
disposed in lapping telescopic relation with each other 
and retained along adjacent edges by channels 16",as 
Shown in Figure 2. Said covermay also be hinged to the 
vertical walls oftwo ofthe adjacent corner sections,as 
shown in Figure 4. 

It will be noted that the hinges 20 are disposed near 
the outer corners of the container,So as to permit con 
siderable latitude in mutual telescopic adjustment of the 
cover19 and the container12. 

It will befurther understood thatthe cover Sections 19, 
19a,19P,and19ecould beprovidedwith downwardly ex 
tending walls(notshown) similar to the Side walls of 
the container body, So as to fit downwardly over the 
upperedge of Said containerbody,if desired. - 
The entire unit may be made of any suitable moisture 

proof sheet material orthe like,so as to form an enclo 
sure which may be readily adjusted to fit the inside of a 
drawer 10,and prevent the access of moisture,mice,or 
the like to the contents of the drawer. The partitions 
18 may also be employed as desired to separate the con 
tents of the unit. 
Although I have shown and described certain embodi 

ments ofmyinvention,itwill be understood that I do not 
wish to be limited to the exact construction shown and 
describedbutthat variouschanges and modifications may 
be made without departing from the spirit and Scope of 
the invention as defined by the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. An adjustable auxiliary container assembly for 

drawers,consisting offourcorner Sections each havinga 
flat bottomplate and upstanding side walls at right angles 
to each other,and channels adapted for sidable,clamp 
ing engagement oyer the side wals of adjacent corner 
sectionsto hold the fiat bottom plates and side walls of 
Said corner sections in interfitting,telescopic adjuStment 
relative to each other so as to permit lateral and longi 
tudinalvariationin size of the container,the channels at 
opposite sides of the container assembly havinginwardly 
and upwardly extending flanges,and one or more trans 
verse partitions each consisting ofend portions teleScopi 
cally adjustable relative to each other and havinginter 
fittingengagement with thefanges of the channels,So as 
to efectendwiseadjustment of thepartition with the ad 
justmentof the cornersection in the same direction. 

2. Anadjustableauxiliarycontainerassemblyfor draw 
ers,consisting offour corner Sections each having a flat 
bottom plate and upstanding side wals at right angles 
to eachother,and channels adaptedforslidable,clamping 
engagement over the side wals of adjacent corner Sec 
tionsto hold the fat bottom plates and Side wals of 
said corner sectionsin interfitting,telescopic adjustment 
relative to each other,so as topermit lateral and longi 
tudinal variation in size of the container,a cover con 
sisting of a plurality of rectangular cover Sections,chan 
nels adapted for slidable,clamping engagement of the 
adjacent outer edges of the cover Sections,and hinge 
means mounted on the upper edges of adjacent upper 
edges of the corner sections,said hinge means having 
pivotal connection with cooperating hinge means on the 
sideedgesofadjacentcoversectionssoastopermitsimul 
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taneous lateral adjustment of the hinge means on both 1,746720 
the container andits cover. 1995.335 
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